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Your skin is your best

accessory. Take

good care of it. 



Whom Is This Book For?
Whether you are a natural skin care junkie or new to

the world of holistic DIY skin care, you will find

something useful and immediately applicable in this

book. 

Flawless, radiant skin is not only possible, but also a

lot simpler than you imagine. Nature has gifted us

with many ingredients to care for and pamper your

skin so it can achieve the beauty and radiance

befitting the goddess inside of you.

In this book, you will learn about skin care the

Moroccan way. You will discover natural Moroccan

ingredients such as clays, powders and oils. You'll

also see how easily you can put them together to

create effective skin care recipes that mothers have

passed down generations to their daughters. 



Morocco
Morocco gained popularity in the beauty

industry because of Argan oil. However,

Morocco has more to offer — ingredients you

probably never heard about and ingredients

you didn’t know you could use as a part of

your Moroccan beauty ritual. Here are 5

magical yet natural ingredients from Morocco

you should add to your beauty rituals.



Beauty has no skin

tone.



5 Moroccan ingredients you can add
to your bathroom
Rose water: This delicately scented water helps

soothe and calm your skin, while giving it a

natural, fresh fragrance. It makes for a perfect

toner that is gentle and hydrating. Spray some

rose water on your face after waking up to give

your skin a dewy glow. You can also spray your

face with rose water all day to keep it hydrated

and fresh.

Rose water is easily found at any Middle Eastern,

Mediterranean or Indian store.

Prickly Pear Cactus Oil: Rich in vitamin E and

essential fatty acids, this oil is a must-have for

aging skin. Moroccan women use this oil to keep

their skin looking young and beautiful. This easily

absorbable oil leaves your skin feeling soft and

supple. Use it twice a day, under your moisturizer

to keep those fine lines from appearing.

Coming soon on the MamaSlays store.



Rhassoul Clay: This mineral-rich clay mined

from the Atlas Mountain in Morocco has been

used by North African women for centuries as a

part of their beauty regime. Rhassoul clay has

cleansing, soothing, absorbing, and regenerative

properties that come from its plentiful vitamins,

minerals, and trace elements. These include iron,

zinc, magnesium, phosphorus, and silicon. Want

to slow down skin aging, replace your soap with

Rhassoul clay to cleanse and detox your skin. 

You can buy Rhassoul clay from our store.

Dried Orange Peel: Rich in vitamin C, dried

orange peel is gentle enough to make for a

perfect exfoliant. It is so gentle, that unlike store

bought exfoliants, you may use this exfoliant

more regularly without worrying about damaging

your skin. Mix dried orange peel with some

rhassoul clay and rose water to make a fresh,

natural exfoliant.

While you can make your own dried orange peel,

we will soon be carrying some in our store for

you to purchase.



Argan Oil: You may need no introduction to the

popular Argan oil. This golden elixir has become

a part of skin and hair care around the world. If

you haven’t yet tried Argan oil, here is why you

should. Argan oil is rich in vitamin E, linoleic acid

and oleic acid, plus it is also non-comedogenic,

meaning it won’t clog your skin. If you are aiming

for a healthy, plump, dewy skin, you may want to

add Argan oil to your vanity bar.

Coming soon on the MamaSlays store.

These natural ingredients might seem timid, but can add a lot of richness

and luxury to your daily skin and bath rituals, while uplifting your skin care

game. Let’s look at how you can use these ingredients in many ways to

create different skin care recipes you can easily put together at home.



Moroccan Beauty Recipes



Home is where the

face masks are.



Mediterranean Goddess Clay
Mask

2 tsp Rhassoul Clay

1 tsp Dried Orange Peel

1 tsp plain greek yogurt (optional. Great for

dry, dehydrated skin or winter skin care)

Rose Water (or as needed)

Ingredients



Mix the clay, dried orange peel and yogurt

together

Add rose water, a few drops at a time to

create a thick paste

Keep the mixture in the fridge while you

clean your face and steam it for 5 minutes

Apply the mixture to your face, avoiding your

eyes, under eyes and mouth area,  and leave

it on for 15 minutes

Wash your face with lukewarm water

Follow it up with some Argan oil while your

skin is still moist

Directions



Moroccan Rose Cocktail Eye
Mask

1 tsp Rose Water

1 tsp Minced Cucumber

Ingredients

Mix the two ingredients and put it in the fridge

for 10 - 15 mins

Soak cotton pads in the mixture and place it

on your eye

Leave it on for 15 mins (You can do this while

you have the Mediterranean Goddess Clay

Mask on)

Take the cotton pad off and gently rinse your

eyes

Directions



Your eyes show the

strength of your soul. 



Moroccan Hammam Relaxation
Home Spa

3 tablespoon Rhassoul Clay

1 tablespoon Dead Sea Clay

1 cup Bath Salts

1 tablespoon Dried Rose Petals (skin friendly)

Bubble bath (of your choice)

5-10 drops of Argan oil

Ingredients

Fill your bath with warm water

Add some the bubble bath 

Sprinkle all other ingredients into the bath and

let it sit for 10 minutes

Soak yourself in the bath for 20 - 30 minutes.

Use a loofah to scrub your skin.

Rinse and moisturize. Best before bedtime.

Direction
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